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In Birthing a New Civilization Diana Cooper takes stock of where humanity stands in its evolutionary
development looking at the current transition towards 2032. This fascinating forecast highlights the
new spiritual energies entering the planet and bringing shifts to economic, political, and climatic
arenas. Further predictions are offered for individual countries and include a time frame for this
massive transition, anticipated to last until the Earth moves fully into the fifth-dimensional frequency
in 2032. From what to expect to how to prepare, this exciting exploration serves as guidance for the
next 20 years, allowing readers to attune themselves to the spiritual forces on the horizon and
prepare themselves to ascend into the 5th dimension.
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One of the most beloved and revered names in Ascension theology, Diana Cooper has pulled
together a definitive overview of the topic, and has forecasted major global changes which she
expects will highlight the twenty years from the 2012 to 2032. This period, she tells readers, marks
the culmination of humanityâ€™s rise to Fifth-Dimension Consciousness.Relying on information
from spirit entities (including guides, angels, and elementals), Cooper offers readers a review of the
five golden ages which planet Earth has experienced since its inception. She tells us that we are
currently moving into the Sixth Golden Age and goes into detail about the related events that have
already occurred, as well as events which will occur in the next few decades. She introduces us to
master teachers and archangels that are overseeing this great human enlightenment and provides

exercises and visualizations to help readers access the information that is being provided. She ends
the book with a twelve-page plan for maximizing our reception and utilization of the new energies
which are entering our planet and our energy fields.Cooperâ€™s fans will be delighted with this
review of her channeled wisdom. Those who have been wondering what Ascension is all about will
find the answers they have been looking for in this complete and very readable
book.(InannaWorks.com received a free review copy of this book.)

I am a big fan of Diana Cooper and have several of her books. I feel this book is a great follow-up to
her books on 2012 and The Golden Age. As I understand it Diana writes her books in cooperation
with the angels, guides and her main guide Kumeka.This book is a forecast of what is to happen in
the world in the next 18 years, based on the energy as it is at the time of her writing the book, but
that could always change as we do. It is not airy-fairy but very realistic of the difficulties we are to
face and have already begun to experience. In the larger part of the book she discusses the large
changes that will happen on the earth and within each country both political and weather
related.Then in the remaining chapters she talks about what will happen after these changes when
the Golden Age is officially here and what life will be like. She says the internet will still be here but it
will be far beyond what it is today. TVs will be like a phonograph is to us today and vehicles will be
vastly different, and made out of different material.According to her we can expect to see major
changes beginning in 2017. In all the chapters she includes prayers and ways to increase the
vibrations and help assist with the changes headed our way and even make them less intense.I
don't know another book out there like this that is so easy to read and informative.

Birthing a New Civilization by Diana Cooper is a look at the current transition of humanity towards
2032. That seems like a far ways off in our futures, but it really is much closer than we think.
Spiritual teacher Diana Cooper shines in this book to help get people on the right path for the next
20 years.Birthing a New Civilization is a very interesting book that for me is more of a guide to
seeing how things could be. Diana Cooper covers â€œThe Golden Agesâ€•, the year 2012, 33
cosmic portals, cosmic pyramids, the environment, the economy, countries around the world, and
much more.With books such as this, I donâ€™t just believe everything the author says because she
(or he) writes it for us to read. I take what I hold to be true to myself, and leave the rest. If you do
this too, there many things in the book that will speak to you, while other subjects may not. For
instance, I donâ€™t think orbs in photos are spiritual beings all the time, often it is just moisture or
dust, or bugs. However, some people might see it as more. I also canâ€™t get on board thinking

that Barack Obama was an Atlantis priest in a past life, as well as many other things mentioned in
the text.Although I didnâ€™t agree with a lot of what was written, I did find this book to be a good
spiritual book that I think many people will enjoy for years to come. The overall message is good,
and fans of Diana Cooper will definitely love this book.* Thank you to the publisher of Birthing a New
Civilization, Findhorn Press, for providing me with a copy of this book for review. All opinions
expressed are my own.

It was very thought-provoking, and although there will be a lot of chaos through the purification of
the planet and humanity, I felt the book gave us a lot of hope and a lot to look forward to. I would
add that there has been and will probably continue to be a lot of reunification of Twin Souls at this
time. This I've learned, happens at the end of an Age. The more of them that are able to reconnect,
the greater the vibrations they create to heal the planet.

For years I had these beautiful images of living in harmony with group and communities only to
wake to to hard 3 d realities. But the transition to new earth is happening and is under process.
Diana Wonderfully explain how we can co create the beautiful heaven on earth.... It's happening.
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